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‘‘To Disdain the Truth and Look at Others with
Contempt’’: Byzantines and Muslims on
Latin Pride and Arrogance, ca. 1100–1300

KIRIL PETKOV

ABSTRACT This essay examines the fundamentals of the Byzantine and Muslim political

discourses during the period of the Crusades by analyzing a common political trope, the

concept of Western pride and arrogance. The principal argument is that the seemingly

stable categories of Eastern political propaganda obscure a massive discursive shift. At the

beginning of their encounter with the Latin Christians both Byzantines’ and Levantine

Muslims’ discourses on power and their place on the international stage were hegemonical,

exclusive and self-referential. Towards the end of the Crusading period and under the

steady pressures of Western practices, both societies’ political discourses came to accept as

legitimate principles of international politics—such as power as a claim rather than a right,

relations based on contract, territoriality and legitimacy of secular rule—that have long

been the staple of Western conceptualization of politics, but were initially seen as utterly

alien by Byzantines and Levantine Muslims.1

Keywords: Islam; Byzantium; Crusades; Political discourse; Arrogance; Levant;

Interfaith relations

It will not be an over-exaggeration to state that the Crusades were as significant for

the lives of those whom they affected as they are for the growth of the modern

historical inquiry. Some of the most fruitful recent approaches to the field result

from the shift of attention to the Byzantine and Islamic responses to the Crusades.
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8 fine studies, this important field is still open for exploration. A case in point is

the reworking of Byzantine and Muslim political mentality due to exposure to

alternative political practices. The clash of civilizations that the Crusades unleashed

forcefully shook Byzantines and Muslims out of their ages-long habits of political

theorizing. It placed their concepts of the purpose, contents, and ways of exercise

of political power squarely into the framework of international politics. Not that

Byzantine and Muslim political theologies have not been ‘‘internationalized’’

before the era of the Crusades and the increasing volume and level of interaction the

latter produced. The Byzantine theory of the ‘‘family of the rulers’’ or the Muslim

theorists of power and government absorbing influences from Byzantine and

Persian models exemplify the process. For a long time, however, to both Byzantines

and Muslims such internationalization was unilaterally structured. The principles

around which Byzantines and Levantine Muslims built their political discourses, for

example, acknowledged that their polities were enmeshed within a larger, global

framework of exercising power. And yet, these fundamental premises did not allow

either Byzantines or Muslims to acknowledge the legitimacy of, still less to

incorporate, some of the concepts of the essence and use of power that prevailed in

the spheres outside their direct political control. This paper argues that this is

precisely what changed in the period bookmarked by the Crusading enterprise in

the Levant. The Crusades themselves were, in a narrow way, the instrument that

pried open the ideological hard shell of the eastern polities and their respective

political theologies. Several related military, economic, and cultural

developments further contributed to the shift. The change of perspective that

began with the Crusades and was largely completed with that symbolic watershed,

the fall of the last Crusading outpost of Acre in 1291, had consequences

worth scrutinizing.

During the two centuries within which the Crusades in the Levant sizzled and

fizzled, from the fall of Jerusalem in 1099 to the fall of Acre in 1291, the Byzantine

and Levantine Muslim political establishments underwent profound transforma-

tions. Not all of these were direct output of Crusading activity; most were, however,

reinforced and influenced, sped up and pushed through by the increased, tangible,

and at times menacing Western profile in their midst. One of the most

salient developments is the struggle to reconcile shifting political realities to

established patterns of conceiving of and doing politics. For a series of reasons

both Byzantines and Muslims preserved their traditional institutional frameworks

and ideological parlance. Both, however, deployed new ideas to infuse them with

meanings that would link them to the shifting political circumstances. Altered

conditions led to the articulation of new discourses on political power, the subject

matter of the inquiry. This essay cannot encompass Levantine Muslim and

Byzantine discourses on Latin Christians in their entirety. Nor is it necessary. As a

general domain producing rule-governed political statements, discourse is

susceptible to exploration on several levels. The scope and focus of this

investigation are determined by a quest for fundamentals. Byzantine and

Levantine Muslim perceptions of what power is and how it operates in inter-faith

and inter-cultural politics offer a relatively discrete case study. Fundamentally alien

as the two polities were in relations to one another, they were alike in the essential

aspect on which this essay centers. Taken together, they are two dimensions of the

same issue: the effects of the forced incorporation of closed systems of political

thought into a broader discourse. Under the duress and prospective of current and
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8 future violent conquest, ruthless economic competition, and the imposition of alien

forms of governance on their native soil, the Levantines had to yield and consider

the Latin principles of the operation of political power obtaining in the field

of international relations just as valid as their own. The major product of this

process is the demotion of the Byzantine and Muslim political theologies from the

status of hegemonies to that of ideologies. At the end of their crusading age

experience the Levantine political theologies could not function any longer on the

premise that they hold uncontested and uncontestable dominance in determining

the fundamentals of their own policies.

In terms of civilizations’ interaction, the shift is monumental. Its pulse can be

measured through several devices. For the purposes of this inquiry, I concentrate on

three issues. First, my principle heuristic vehicle is the analysis of a major category

of the Byzantine and Levantine Muslim political parlance, the trope of Latin pride

and arrogance. The findings suggest that pride and arrogance, initially a private and

a theological category, gradually came to express primarily the (il)legitimate

exercise of territorial lordship for the Muslims and, respectively, a denial of the

premises from which to derive their evolving notion of sovereignty, for the

Byzantines. Second, the forceful presence of the Latin perceptions of power and

sovereignty captured in the crescendo of charges of Western pride and arrogance

seem to have helped transform the way Byzantines and Levantine Muslims defined

the essence of their polities. The Byzantines came to employ an accusing language

that betrays, under the seemingly frozen surface of imperial and universalist

tradition, a steady move toward embracing the specifics of the nation-state. For the

Levantine Muslims, who characterized Frankish presence as the sublime expression

of arrogance, such charges came to reinforce and accelerate the acknowledgement

of the legitimacy of secular rule over the Muslim community and the practicality of

the umma’s existence as a territorial community—bounded, limited in space, and

thus finite. In the beginning of the Crusading era, for both communities, these were

alien or illegitimate categories. And third, such perceptions open a window into the

transformation of core notions about the basics on which power relations rested.

The period opened with two diametrically opposite concepts of power. To Muslims

and Byzantines, power was a right, and a delegated one, to be appropriated and

accounted for. To the Latin Westerners it was a claim, to be negotiated, contested,

and validated—contractually, that is, regardless of how one arrived at the contract.

By the year 1300, the latter notion was very much in circulation in both

Byzantine and Muslim quarters, no matter the radically different outcome of their

sparring with the Latins. They were tangibly less so for their Western opponents.

That the Latin Christians’ presence in the Eastern Mediterranean was chiefly

responsible for such outcomes is a dicey argument but one worth making. That

it was highly stimulating for the adoption of such political principles and their

discursive expression in the Levant is quite provable.

The Language of Moral Outrage

Annoyed, angered, frightened, disgusted, or otherwise stimulated by the presence

of uninvited aliens in the midst of their cultures, Byzantines and Muslims

reacted with outbursts of highly emotional language. Bestial terminology and

scatological invectives abound and signal the instinctive recoiling of the

Byzantines and Muslims on Latin Pride and Arrogance 101
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8 sophisticated Easterners from the debasing, polluting influence of the brute

Franks.2 If one focuses on the more politically correct references however, one

concept repeatedly pops up in Byzantine and Muslim writings: the perception

of the Latin Westerners as proud and arrogant intruders. Pride and arrogance,

either as individual traits or as national characteristics, are clearly the standard

power-related designation of the Latin Christians.3 This perception was to remain

a persisting icon of the Western image. What is not clear is what made it so.

The choice of vocabulary certainly had to do with previous experiences, received

textual attitudes, and the religio-political constitutions of the Byzantine and

Muslim societies that bore the brunt of the Crusades. But it also reflected, relating

to the central point of this paper, the sheer fact that the Western presence now had

to be recognized as a dynamic extension of the native political cultures and was

acknowledged as such in the discourses articulating the shifting Byzantine and

Muslim political identities of the period.

The moral judgment of the Westerners as arrogant intruders, crafted by

Byzantine court writers, poets, imperial figures, and intellectuals, as well as

members of the katib (secretary) and 6ulama 8 (scholar) classes among the Muslims,

was part and parcel of this ideological restructuring. The premise here is that

Muslim and Byzantine authors, in their capacity of spin doctors, had not the

Westerners as their target but their own societies. Moral designations are rhetoric,

of course. The bulk of them were penned by court biographers and historians.

Such works, as Beryl Smalley remarked some time ago, are all propaganda pieces.4

The scrutiny of the images they conjured about the Latin Christians uncovers

several layers, each of them culture- and time-specific, and suggests valuable

insights into their authors’ personal agendas. Specific clues, however, are not the

primary concern of this inquiry. What I am after are the shared primary

assumptions and cultural standards on which Byzantine and Levantine Muslims

built their political identity during the Crusading age.

The main contents of the moral propaganda remained fairly stable during the

period. It can be described as a double-pronged strategy staked on activating

familiar, first degree mental associations. Their aim was to provide soothing

psychological reassurance for writers and audience by recalling cultural and

religious fundamentals. Here charges of pride and arrogance had a defined

advantage to images of bestiality, brutality, disgusting examples of pollution, and

flares of moral indignation at perceived treachery and insults. The reasons are not a

mystery. A crucial dimension of the theoretical ground of political sovereignty in

both societies was theocracy. In such an environment pride and arrogance

were semantic and thematic clues. Byzantines and Muslims factored them

2 The best overview of the Muslim perspective to date is the work of Carolle Hillenbrand, The Crusades:

Islamic Perspectives (New York: Routledge, 2000), especially Chapter 5: ‘‘How the Muslims saw the

Franks: Ethnic and Religious Stereotypes’’, 257–327. To the best of my knowledge there is no

comprehensive examination of the Byzantine terminology in regard to the Latin Christians.
3 I only discuss cases when charges of pride and arrogance, expressed through a variety of terms

belonging to the same semantic family in Byzantine Greek and Arabic are explicitly used by the

respective Byzantine or Muslim author. Furthermore, I only discuss authors who use such terminology;

this does not mean that the authors I analyze are the only sources for the period or that I am unaware of

the existence of the others. It merely means that some authors chose to draw on the discursive domain of

pride and arrogance and some did not. The question of why some did and some did not have recourse to

such terminology cannot always be answered satisfactorily.
4 Beryl Smalley, Historians in the Middle Ages (London, 1974), p. 67.
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8 differently but the end result was expected to be the same: heightened awareness

of immanent justice.

In Byzantium, two traditions with venerable pedigrees framed the Latins within

the stereotype of arrogance. On the one hand, there was the classical legacy of the

ancient Greeks. There are no reasons to doubt that the legal, social, and political

dimensions and the disastrous consequences of hubris, automatically befalling the

trespasser, were a commonplace in the middle Byzantine period.5 The arrogant,

their judgment clouded by the gods, were bound to destroy themselves. That is

why, quite in the spirit of a classical Greek tragedy, Ana Comnena (d. 1153) related

with delight the fate of a certain Latinus, a French knight who sat on the imperial

throne, accused Alexius I (r. 1081–1118) in lack of manners, and bragged about his

noble blood and martial prowess. No one has ever dared to face him in single

combat, so the knight boasted. It comes as a little surprise that the arrogant fellow

nearly got himself killed in the first clash with the Turks in Anatolia and led forty of

his companions to their deaths.6 On the other hand, by 1095 there was an already

solid tradition of bitter quarrels with the Latin Christians over questions of

ecclesiastical precedence, dogma, and religious practice. The language of arrogance

nicely summed the Byzantine understanding of the source of Latin Christians’

tenets. As Tia Kolbaba has deftly traced it, within the ecclesiastical dispute this

dimension of the perception of the Latins by Byzantine intellectuals underwent a

dramatic shift during the period from the ninth to the late thirteenth centuries. Still,

by the time the First Crusades set foot on Byzantine soil, the fusion of images

forged by that grand master of the classic Byzantine anti-Latin polemic, Patriarch

Photios (r. 858–867 and 877–886), was the dominant strand. The Westerners, who

so ignorantly stuck to their fallacies, were arrogant, endowed with ‘‘the arrogance of

those contentious men who hold fast to unrighteousness and strive against the

truth’’. Such a vision clearly defined them as heretics, obstinate apostates from the

Nicean Creed, fully in the vein of the ancient heresiarchs, the proud Arios (d. 336)

with his ‘‘overweening attitude’’, and Makedonious (r. 342–346 and 351–360),

whose blindness to truth made him arrogant and insolent.7

On both counts therefore, received cultural tradition and live religion, arrogance

was an affront to a higher power and invited legitimate retribution and revenge.

5 The concept of hubris stretches back to archaic times and was considerably elaborated and formalized,

socially, politically, and legally during the classical age. See for examples David Cohen, Law, Violence,

and Community in Classical Athens (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), esp. Chapter 7,

‘‘Hubris and the Legal Regulation of Sexual Violence’’. Although the Byzantine authors do use it along

with a roster of other terms of both classicizing and middle Greek provenance, hubris is still common in

the twelfth-thirteenth century accounts of all kinds and is interchangeable with the other terms for

arrogance.
6 Bernard Leib (ed. and trans.) Anne Comnène, Alexiade (Règne de l’empereur Alexis I Comnène 1081–

1118), volume 2, 229, book x: x:5; English translation in The Alexiad of Anna Comnena, translated from

the Greek by E. R. A. Sewter (New York: Penguin, 1971), pp. 325, 341. Anna’s attitude to the First

Crusade has been scrutinized by Ralph-Johannes Lilie, ‘‘Der Erste Kreuzzug in der Darstellung Anna

Komnenes’’, Varia II: Beiträge von A. Berger et al. [Poikila Byzantina 6] (Bonn: Wilhelm Fink Verlag,

1987), pp. 49–148.
7 Quotations and translations from Tia Kolbaba, ‘‘Byzantine perceptions of Latin religious ‘errors’:

Themes and changes from 850 to 1350,’’ in The Crusades from the Perspectives of Byzantium and the

Muslim World, ed. Angeliki Laiou and Roy Mottahedeh (Washington, DC: Dumbarton Oaks Research

Library and Collection, 2001), 117–43, here 133.

Byzantines and Muslims on Latin Pride and Arrogance 103
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8 The Byzantines invoked pride and its principal offshoot, arrogance, as generic,

if not innate characteristics of the Latins that would bring down on them the wrath

of the ultimate legitimate power, God. Ana Comnena had no doubt about that.

To her, the remark that ‘‘as if God were venting His wrath on Robert for the

unyielding, presumptuous arrogance of the man’’ was enough to explain the sudden

sea tempest that sunk a good deal of Robert Guiscard’s (r. 1015–1085) fleet during

his first expedition against Byzantium.8 When John Kinnamos (d. after 1185) made

the ‘‘reasonable guess’’ that the German crusading army, led by its arrogant king

and surprised by a flash flood during the Second Crusade was experiencing God’s

anger at those who had arrogantly falsified their oaths, he was striking a familiar

chord.9 So was Nicetas Choniates (r. 1155–1217), in the sad spring of 1204, as he

called on Christ his Emperor, to remind Him one should think, of the outrageous

crimes committed by the arrogant Westerners against His inheritance,

Constantinople, as it fell in their sacrilegious hands.10 Choniates had no longer

any confidence in His earthly vicars, the emperors, but he knew full well that at least

on one occasion, if not God himself, then the elements obeyed the Byzantines and

forced the Germans to cast aside their ‘‘petty arrogance’’.11 Either way, whatever

befell the Latins, it came down on their heads from on high.

For their part, Levantine Muslims relayed on the normative concept of theocracy

outlined in the Qur8an and the H
_
adiths (sayings and deeds of the prophet

Muh
_
ammad). Stipulating that all power is from Allah, the tradition held that all

those who did not submit to Him—in terms of belief, power, or a combination

of the two—were by default arrogant rebels. In case of uncertainty of what Allah

meant, one could consult the authoritative uttering of His messenger. The Prophet

Muh
_
ammad, as reported in al-Bukhari’s (d. 256/869-70) Al-Adab al-mufrad

collection, added his explication to Allah’s condemnation of pride in the Qur8an by

reducing Islam to two basic principles: first, do not put anything on a par with Allah

and second, do not behave with arrogance. Asked to be more specific about the

latter, he explained that arrogance was ‘‘to disdain the truth and to look at others

with contempt’’. To drive the point home the Prophet described graphically what

was in store for the arrogant: ‘‘The arrogant will be raised on the Day of

Resurrection like ants in human form. They will be covered by disgrace from all

sides and will be dragged to a prison in Hell called Bolos. The Fire of all fires will

consume them, and they will be given the puss of the people of Hell, the mud of

madness, to drink’’.12 Al-Bukhari’s and other authoritative collections contain

8 Comnena, Alexiad, 132; Leib, Alexiade, 1:140.
9 August Meineke (ed.) Ioannis Cinnami Epitome rerum ab Ioanne et Alexio Comnenis gestarum (Bonn:

Corpus Scriptorium Historiae Byzantinae, 1836), p. 74; English translation in Deeds of John and Manuel

Comnenos by John Kinnamos, trans. by Charles M. Brand (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976),

p. 63.
10 Jean-Louis van Dieten, ed., Nicetae Choniatae Historia, (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter,

1975), 316; translation into English in O City of Byzantium, Annals of Niketas Choniates, trans. by Harry

J. Magoulias (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1984), p. 575.
11 Idem, Annals, 38; Historia, 65.
12 In a version of al-Bukhari’s collection, quoted after Moral Teachings of Islam. Prophetic traditions from

al-Adab al-mufrad by Imam al-Bukhari, selected and translated with an introduction by Abdul Ali Hamid

(New York-Oxford: Altamira Press, 1998), pp. 70–73, h
_
adith 113: 327–8. The Prophet seems to have

equated arrogance and pride on this occasion.

104 Kiril Petkov
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8 references to several other injunctions in which the Prophet equated belief with

modesty and gentleness and disbelief with pride and arrogance.13 Such a mental

picture must have been reassuring to the faithful affected by the depredations and

political domination of the Crusaders.

The H
_
adiths, elaborating on the Qur8anic condemnation of arrogance and the

Lesson’s crucial call for humbling the infidels and lowering their pride so that

they ‘‘exchange the state of lowliness for the glory of dignity and freedom’’, as the

ninth-century authority al-T
_
abari (d. 310/922-3) put it, were the foundation of

the pervasive spread of the discursive trope that echoed throughout the Muslim

engagement of the West during the Crusades.14 Having witnessed the courage,

observed the lack of manners, smelled the repulsing odors, and felt the cold steel

of the brute intruders from the northern climates, the civilized, modest, and

gentle Muslims parted with some of the earlier, bestial images of the Franks

embraced by the ninth- and tenth-centuries Arab arm-chair geographers.15 Now

the twin cause of Muslim anxiety was the fear of the Franks’ polluting presence

and their essence as arrogant infidels.16 The new discursive paradigm worked to

different, yet complementing, ends. The proximity of pollution causes fear,

disgust, and thus separation. The injunction of arrogance rallies indignation, to

stamp out unbelief. If Allah was to take care of the unbelievers in Hell, the

faithful could help by sending them there. The casual comments of Ibn Jubayr

(d. 614/1217-8), who visited the Levant in the fall of 1184, bear evidence to how

popular, easily evoked perception Western arrogance was in the eye of the

believer. Ibn Jubayr built on the idea summed up by the Prophet as related in

al-Bukhari’s collection to convey his vision of the Crusading presence in the East.

The intrusion of dar al-h
_
arb on dar al-Islam in the Crusading cities he stayed in,

Acre and Tyre, boiled down to two designations: unbelief and pride/arrogance.

To be sure, these had polluting effects, for immodesty, pigs, and unsavory odors

encroached upon the purity of the Muslim community—but that itself was the

product of Latin pride.17 Where Islam ended, pride and arrogance began—even

when the boundary was next door, as for example during the proud nuptial

procession that Muslims and Christians alike gazed at. It is a simple, binary

opposition excluding middle points, shades and nuances. As for the truth it was,

of course, the one true religion, Islam. Time and again authors from the period

13 For further references see the collection of al-Bukhari in the University of Southern California’s h
_
adith

database: http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/reference/searchhadith.html, more specifically h
_
adiths 004.

054. 520 and 004.056.703.
14 Qur8an, Sūra ix: 29; al-T

_
abari in Jean-Marie Gaudeul, Encounters and Clashes: Islam and Christianity in

History, volume 2, Texts (Rome: Pontifico Istituto di Studi Arabi e Islamici, 1984), pp. 350–51.
15 See for example the descriptions in Bernard Lewis (ed.) Islam: From the Prophet Muhammad to the

Capture of Constantinople, volumes I-II. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), II: 82–123.
16 Hillenbrand, The Crusades, forgoes pride and arrogance as a stereotypical image of the Franks in her

discussion of ‘‘How the Muslims saw the Franks’’, though she casually introduces references that use it

in other chapters. See ‘‘Aspects of Life in the Levant’’, ibid., 361, in an example of Frankish oppression.
17 Muh

_
ammad b. Ah

_
mad Ibn Jubayr, Rih

_
lat Ibn Jubayr, ed. William Wright, revised edition by M. J. de

Goeje (Frankfurt-am-Main: Institute for the History of Arabic-Islamic Science, 1994; second edition);

translation in R. J. C. Broadhurst, The Travels of Ibn Jubair (London: Jonathan Cape, 1952), pp. 318–25.
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8 reiterate that the Christians fought for the lie, and the Muslims for the truth.18

The invocation of arrogance was thus a reminder not to God but to Muslims

themselves that after all men’s affairs are in God’s hands and He surely knew how

to set things straight.19

No matter the referent, such rhetoric reassured for it triggered thematic clues

that rendered Western presence illegitimate by default. Latin Christians had

no right to be in the East, be it in Orthodox Byzantium or in the Muslim Levant.

They had to leave, bend to the will of the higher power that worked through the

Levantine governments, or be exterminated. Whatever happened to this end either

had a sanction from on high or was subject to the laws governing the operation

of human nature—and would be just.

But why would the downfall of the arrogant be an act of justice? Our authors

seem overzealous in providing evidence for precisely how the Latin Christians

‘‘disdained the truth and looked at others with contempt’’. They had to. For reasons

of their own, since the 1100s Byzantines and Muslims must have harbored

suspicions in the workings of immanent justice. Ana Comnena’s worst nightmare,

the Latin conquest of the Empire, came true in 1204. After the restoration of 1261

the pressure on Byzantium was kept on, be it by the powerful fleets of the Venetians

and the Genoese, by Charles of Anjou’s (r. 1266–1285) ambitious designs to regain

Constantinople for the West, or by the mercenaries of the Catalan company.

Further east generations of Muslims bore witness to the resilience of the Westerners

and their seemingly perpetual drive to dominate over a good portion of the Levant.

Even after severe setbacks, such as H
_
it
_
t
_
in and the loss of Jerusalem in 1187, the

Franks were capable of striking terror in the hearts of the Muslims and stage

remarkable comebacks, heavy defeats notwithstanding, well into the middle of the

thirteenth century.20 In such conditions, Byzantine and Muslim propagandists

needed to come up with justifications as to why immanent justice should,

ultimately, work out.

They found it, again, in a construct intimately interwoven with the notion of

arrogance. The Franks, at close inspection, ‘‘lacked’’ what they needed to be what

18 One the most forceful arguments being, of course, that of Ibn Taymiyya: ‘‘God censured Jews and

Christians in His Book—like their rejecting that truth which is opposed to their whim; their being too

proud to receive it. . .’’. Thomas F. Michel (ed. and trans.) A Muslim Theologian’s Response to Christianity:

Ibn Taymiyya’s Al-Jawab al-Sahih (Delmar, NY: Caravan Books, 1984), p. 138. For crusading time

references see, for example Abū Shama’s Kitab al-Rawd
_
atayn, Recueils des historiens des croisades

(Historiens orientaux) (hereafter RHC HO) volumes I-V (Paris 1872–1906), II: 181 (on events of 1176).
19 There is a long moralistic tradition on seeing pride/arrogance as one of the principal vices, although

Islamic though did not elaborate on how the other vices stemmed from pride; see the comments of

Charles-Henry de Fouchécour, Moralia: Les notions morales dans la littérature persane du 3e/9e au 7/13e

siècle (Paris: Éditions Recherches sur les Civilisations, 1986), p. 270 on the chief twelfth-century

moralistic work in Persian, Bahr al-favâ’ed which, accidentally, was written in Syria shortly before or

around 1160.
20 The arrival of the German crusaders of the Third Crusade, for example, sent waves of terror and

desperation among the Muslims in the Levant, which did not abate after the news of the drowning of the

army leader, Frederick Barbarossa. Even allowing for exaggeration on the part of the reporters, to better

to juxtapose German military might to Allah’s overpowering judgment, the reports of pervasive fear ring

true. See Henri Massé, trans., ‘Imâd ad-Dı̂n al-Is
_
fahânı̂, Conquête de la Syrie et de la Palstine par Saladin

(al-Fath
_

al-qussı̂ fı̂ l-fath
_

al-qudsı̂) (Paris: Paul Geuthner, p. 1972), p. 230 and the letter of the Qad
_
i

l-Fad
_
il, ibid, 234. On ‘Imad al-Din see Donald S. Richards, ‘‘ 6Imad ad-Dı̂n al-Isfahânı̂: Administrator,

litterateur, and historian’’, in Crusaders and Muslims in Twelfth-Century Syria, ed. Maya Shatzmiller

(Leiden-New York-Köln: E.J. Brill, 1993), pp. 132–46.
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8 they claimed to be—pious believers in the true God, invincible warriors, brave men,

or just lords and rulers. They were frauds. The Byzantines relished in accounts

insisting that the Crusaders were anything but true followers of Christ.

As Choniates charged, commenting on the ‘‘false’’ Christianity of the Crusaders

who, ‘‘seeking to avenge the Holy Sepulcher raged openly against Christ and

sinned by overturning the cross with the cross they bore on their backs’’.21 Latin

Christians’ supposed rationality was no less of a phantom, for the Byzantines

often overpowered them by adhering to science-based military stratagems.22

The Westerners had nothing to do with justice either.23 It most cases, it was fortune

that they had to give thanks for their accomplishments, not real qualities, as

Ana Comnena remarked about Roussel of Bailleul (r. ?–1077).24 She pointedly

coupled the arrogance of Robert Guiscard with his cruelty and Herod-like tyranny

in the treatment of his subjects unfit to bear arms.25 On the Muslim side, the poet

Ibn al-Qays
_
arani (d. 507/1113) echoed the Byzantine princess in his qas

_
ida (ode)

about the capture of Count Joscelin II of Edessa (r. 1131–1159) that Nūr al-Din (r.

512–570/1118–1174) had engineered: exuberance of spirit had led the count to

arrogance, and now fortune had condemned him to captivity; those who counted

on fortune for their rise would come to grief thanks to fortune.26 Even worse,

sometimes it was not fortune, but the sea wind that on which the Latin Christians

were staking their pride and arrogance, as the Mamlūk sultan of Egypt Qalawūn

(r. 678–689/1280–1290) wrote to Hugh of Lusignan (r. 1267–1284), the king of

Cyprus, in 1281 to rebuke him for a letter that Hugh had sent him following a

disastrous attempt of the Egyptian fleet to put to shore in Cyprus. Qalawūn

strengthened his point by referring to the king as bailli, denying him the royal

sovereignty effectively exercised by Hugh and his ancestors for generations.27

This held true even when the arrogant were men, as some propagandists

grudgingly acknowledged, quite gifted and talented, or who led superior military

forces. Those perfectly chiseled human specimens, Ana Comnena’s Bohemond

(d. 1111), or George Pachimeres’ Hughes le Rousseau de Sully, the ‘‘grand

arrogant’’, and Roger de Flor (d. 1305), the leader of the Catalan Company, despite

their courage, cunning, and generalship, lost one battle after another and ultimately

failed in their grand designs of taking over the Empire. It was not a question of their

tough luck; it was a matter of their lack. According to Choniates, the Normans who

took Thessaloniki in 1185 exulted in their prowess and military skill when there

were no Byzantine regulars around, but turned out to be cowards at the first serious

encounter. Their leaders, ready to liken themselves to Alexander the Great, in the

end suffered a severe defeat and were forced to do obeisance to the Byzantine

Emperor.28 Rousseau de Sully, Charles of Anjou’s commander, had to go through

21 Choniates, 316; Historia, 576.
22 Kinnamos, 64–5; Epitome, 75–8.
23 Choniates, 342; Historia, 625.
24 Comnena, 52; Leib, Alexiade, I: 10.
25 Idem, Alexiad, 65; Leib, Alexiade, I:51.
26 Preserved in Ibn al-Athir, al-kamil f i l-ta’ikh RHC HO, I:481–2 and II:184.
27 Reported by Badr al-Din al-‘Ayni’s ‘Iqd al-juman fi ta’rikh ahl al-zaman from the chronicle of Baybars,

RHC HO, II:2, 240–41 and note 1 to page 240.
28 Choniates, 199, 202; Historia, 358–9 and 365.
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8 the ignominy of a humiliating walk down the Mesa of Constantinople during

Michael VIII Palaelogos (d. 1282) triumph; led by arrogance Roger de Flor and his

lieutenant, Berenguer d’Entença, fell victims to murder.29 The Muslims too, were

willing to acknowledge courage, prudence, and bravery to Latin barons such as that

‘‘most arrogant demon’’, Count Joscelin II of Edessa, as well as to figures like the

Spanish reconquista hero Alfonso the Fighter (d. 1134), or Frederick Barbarossa

(d. 1190), only to gloatingly explain how their defeats showed that they lack the

essentials, Allah’s support.30 Their lack, of course, was transparent in their

arrogance. 6Imad ad-Din al-Is
_
fahani (d. 598/1201) conspicuously contrasted the

latter to the licit pride that the sultan S
_
alah

_
al-Din (r. 564–589/1169–1193) felt

knowing that he was the only sovereign on earth who had the helping hand of the

angels of heaven on his side.31 To sum up: it was the Latin Christians’ lack that,

eventually, either caused them to bring about their own destruction or incurred,

with disastrous consequences, the inevitable intervention of God.

Pride, Arrogance, and Sovereignty

This being the case, repeated charges of pride and arrogance do not only betray the

need for psychological reassurance, even though for the Levantine Muslims,

for example, they certainly made it appear that the imperative of sūra ix:29 was

within easier reach than otherwise thought. An array of anxieties of a different order

transpires when the accusations are seen in their immediate contexts. Unveiling

the linkages between the associations presented in the discourse on arrogance

and pride, on the one hand, and the environment which produced the latter on

the other, adds a new level to the inquiry. What did pride and arrogance mean in

such contexts?

To both Greek-speaking and Muslim authors the answer depended on the

relation between identity and political power. The concept of lack build in

arrogance threw into a higher relief those qualities that the writers saw as central for

their self-perception as a political community redefining itself in the process of

interaction with intruding aliens.

Drawing on their political theology, the katib writers normally generalize about

the arrogant Westerners. In most, if not all, cases it is practically impossible to

ascertain what specifically makes a Frank proud and arrogant. Vices are

impersonalized, just like the Franks of the Muslim historiography who are

more types than real persons. Not surprisingly so, given the period’s concept of

agency. One may assume that if the hand of Allah was behind the Franks’

self-destructive drive and disregard of the truth it made little sense to inquire

whether it was something special in the character of the crusading leaders or

temporary fits of madness sent down by the Merciful and the Compassionate that

led them to ruin. It was enough that Muslim victories demonstrated their

29 George Pachymérès, Relations Historiques, ed. Albert Failer, trans. Vitalien Laurent (Paris: Les belles

lettres, 1984–1999), IV:431seq on Roger, 631 on Berenguer’s fate.
30 On Alfonso, Ibn al-Athir, I:413–4; on Joscelin II, idem, 480–81; on Frederick Barbarossa, Massé, 232.
31 Massé, 266.
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8 arrogance, read lack of understanding of the true faith, and ingratitude to Allah

for not choosing it.32

It is intriguing to observe, therefore, that in Muslim accounts charges of pride

and arrogance are heavily clustered around specific Latin leaders, acts, and

phenomena. Why should that be so? Several answers suggest themselves. Was it that

some authors had a more differentiated sense of agency or were some Franks

‘‘really’’ more arrogant than others? Was the charge coming more easily from the

pen of some of the observers? Or was a specific medium or genre more susceptible

to carrying such concepts than others? It cannot be a coincidence that the letters of

the Qad
_
i l-Fad

_
il, S

_
alah

_
al-Din’s leading secretary, contain an unusual concentration

of such designation, as do the political verses carefully selected for their propaganda

value by Ibn al-Athir (d. 630/1232-3).33 I do not discount any of these possibilities.

I will relegate them, however, to a lower explanatory order in favor of a conclusion

derived from the context of the encounters within which the charges of pride and

arrogance were leveled. The clues come from four directions. First, despite the

quite detailed and by no means sympathetic accounts of the Fifth and Seventh

Crusades their leaders, respectively the kings of Hungary and France are not

characterized as proud and arrogant when not holding territories. The former is

referred to as valiant and audacious, but that is all. The latter’s expedition is seen as

an act of oppression, but there is no direct use of the terms.34 Latin pride and

arrogance do not figure at all in Ibn al-Furat’s and others’ accounts of Baybars’

(r. 658–676/1260–1277) recovery of the Muslim Levant during the third quarter of

the thirteenth century.35 Second, it does appear that pride and arrogance in the

majority of accounts is the equivalent of or substitute for, power and potency.36

Third, the chroniclers tend to designate as proud and arrogant the physical artifacts

marking Frankish presence in the Levant, in particular their fortifications.37 And

fourth, the twelfth century witnessed the evolution of the discourse on the

legitimacy of secular rule over the umma.38 None of these observations is a startling

32 This is how, according to Ibn al-Athir, the poet Ibn al-Qays
_
arani put it, quoted in his history of the

atabeks of Mosul, II:184. Al-Qays
_
arani was a refugee of Caesarea, which became a Frankish domain, and

clearly had an axe to grind; see Emanuel Sivan, ‘‘Réfugiés syro-palestiniens au temps des Croisades’’, in

Review des Etudes Islamiques, 25 (1965):135–47. I would like to thank the anonymous reader for

Al-Masaq who brought this reference to my attention.
33 It does not seem to me a coincidence that neither Ibn al-Qalanis

_
i, nor later Mamlūk authors, those

used by al-Maqrizi for example, or Mufad
_
d
_
al b. Abi l-Fad

_
a8il do not charge the crusading Westerners as

arrogant. See M. Quatremère, ed., Histoire des sultans Mamluks de l’Égypte écrite en arabe par Taki-Ahmed-

Maqrisi (Paris, 1837–45); R. J. C. Broadhurst, A History of the Ayyūbid Sultans of Egypt (Boston: Twayne

Publishers, 1980); and Etienne Blochet, ed., Moufazzal Ibn Abil-Fazail, Histoire des sultans mamlouks

(repr., Brepols: Turnhout, 1973). For some of Ibn al-Athir’s verses see I: 482 and II:184 about

count Raymond of Antioch, ‘‘one of the most arrogant’’ of the Frankish princes, according to Ibn

al-Athir.
34 Abū Shama, V: 5, 168–70; Broadhurst, 288–9.
35 Ibn al-Furat, Tarikh al-duwal wal-mulūk, ed. and trans. M. C. Lyons, Ayyubids, Mamlukes and

Crusaders, volumes I-II (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), passim.
36 Several references support the conclusion: Ibn al-Athir, II:177, 188; Abū Shama, IV: 169, 177,

especially 181; the poets al-‘Imad and Shihab Fityayn al-S
_
aghuri, reported by Abū Shama, IV: 290–2;

circular letters by al-Fad
_
il, ibid, 429, 494; C. Zurayq, (ed.), Ibn al-Furat, Ta’rikh (Beirut, 1942), VIII: 14

(quoted after Sivan, 186, see note 41 below). Of course, the idea of arrogance as improperly used power

is the principal meaning of the ancient Greek hubris.
37 See, for example, Abū Shama, 251–2.
38 A good new summary is provided by Patricia Crone, God’s Rule: Government and Islam. Six Centuries of

Medieval Islamic Political Thought (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004), pp. 219–85.
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8 novelty. Their combination, however, renders pride and arrogance, in the context of

the twelfth- and thirteenth-century Muslim Levant, a rather specific phenomenon.

Simply put, the principal dimension of pride and arrogance for the Muslim authors

was the exercise of territorial lordship.39 On principle, Christian princes were

arrogant just by virtue of being lords; more so by being oppressors.40 For the

propagandists, Frankish barons were arrogant because of their territorial lordship

over large swaths of formerly Muslim territories and rule over a sizable chunk of

Muslims. As a branch of the umma, that population acknowledged the Caliph as

their legitimate spiritual leader. As denizens of this world however, they were

subjects of the Latin Christians princes. Here lay the Muslim propagandists’

dilemma; and here is the premise that made them refer to the Westerners in terms

of pride and arrogance. For as the fundamentals of Islam had it, Frankish

dominance was no more and no less (il)legitimate than the rule of the numerous

Muslim princes competing for power in Syria and Palestine. Muslim lords could be,

and were, just like their Latin counterparts, proud and arrogant; both kinds of lords

threatened the essence of the umma as a moral community.41

The right to rule that community was delegated from on high but Allah did not

dole it out to secular rulers indiscriminately. They had to strive for it, that is, to

stake a claim. The legitimacy of their power was the outcome of competitive

selection of practices. Jihad was one of these, but not the only one.42 In the context

of the Frankish conquests of the Muslim Levant, acquisition of power depended on

a plurality of factors rather than proceeding from straightforward delegation. The

role of the Latin princes in this scheme was to provide the extreme negative pole on

the continuum from legitimate to illegitimate. The positive pole of the range was

securely located in the Muslim community and anchored in the figure of the

Caliph. On the other side was that icon of true arrogance, the Latin Christian rebels

against God. The rulers of Islam, the secular princes whom our authors served,

were betwixt and between, both ways open to them, each with its own temptations.

The discourse on pride and arrogance was a mechanism generating a gravity pull

that aimed to wrench the Muslim rulers away from the negative extreme of the

continuum and to help them draw close to Allah and the truth, tugging the umma

along. Such a terminology not only legitimized their territorial authority by casting

them in the role of Allah’s champions fighting arrogance. The katib authors used it

to constantly remind them that they could end up on the wrong side.

39 Al-Maqrizi gives a good example of how territorial control brought the leaders of the Fifth Crusade

‘‘to the height of arrogance and harshness’’, proved by their excessive demands after they had taken

Damietta, of which they were cured as al-Kamil managed to check their advance and roll it back. He also

makes Louis IX write in his introductory letter to the Mamlūk sultan al-S
_
alih

_
Najm al-Din that he (the

French king) will refrain from fighting the Sultan in his ‘‘proudest regions’’ if only the latter submits to

the Cross. See Broadhurst, 184–5 and 288–9.
40 The most arrogant of all were those who went into excess in the exercise of their lordship, like Baldwin

of Ibelin, lord of Mirabel did in his villages in the Nablus area; see Hillenbrand, 361, quoting Ibn T
_
ulūn,

Al-Qala’id al-jawhariyya, ed. M. A. Duhman, volumes I-II (Damascus, 1949), I: 27.
41 Zealous preachers frequently reminded them about the disastrous consequences of pride and

arrogance: see Abū Shama, IV: 22. On Nūr al-Din trying to avoid arrogance see Ibn al-Athir, 605; and

for the arrogance of al-Afd
_
al, Massé, 425.

42 Emmanuel Sivan, L’Islam et la croisade: Idéologie et propagande dans les réactions musulmanes aux croisades

(Paris: Adrien Maisonneuve, 1968) is still the best discussion of jihad as legitimizing tool for the secular

rulers of the period.
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8 There is more to arrogance than refreshing Muslim secular rulers’ sense of what

they were all about though. The Muslim affair with the Crusades was that of

a sudden, shocking loss, followed by victory and reconquista. Its tale, however, was

told later, against the background of bitter contests for supremacy among the

humble servants of God themselves, and a new fragmentation of the community.

H. A. R. Gibb identified no less than six distinct players on the political stage

of twelfth-century Syria, starting with the Caliphs and ending with the general body

of the Muslim population.43 A good deal of the Muslims lived in towns and

countryside under Crusading domination. Resenting it, they still submitted, for

by the 1100 the schooling of the faithful in submission to secular power, however

illegitimate, had been long and thorough. Before 1099 it had been to the

Muslim princes’ advantage. After that, it became a serious problem. Appealing to

the population by proclaiming the Franks polluting was no argument. Asserting

that their power was illusory, however, was. The ‘‘lack’’ inherently built in the

notion of arrogance worked admirably to that effect. The territorial lordship

exercised by the Westerners was a self-delusion, staking one’s fate on the wind, as

Qalawūn’s mocking pun indicated. Prudent Muslims should have known that full

well, but it did not hurt that diligent katibs took additional time to remind them.

The stress on the proud—read oppressive—lordship of the Latins highlighted

graphically the attractiveness of the only other option, that of Muslim lordship.

Nor would the message be lost on those lesser Muslim potentates, the recipients

of the letters of an al-Fad
_
il, for example, whom S

_
alah

_
al-Din was cajoling into

deserting the Zangids and joining his camp or else.44 The process of articulating the

ideological foundations of territorial lordship had begun before the era of the

Crusades. It was still going on while Latins and Muslims entangled themselves

(and Byzantium) in a complex web of polities in the Levant.45 In the confusion that

ensued, Frankish territorialism played alongside several traditions native to the

land, from Caliphal universalism to sultanate power to the semi-war-band option

adopted by S
_
alah

_
al-Din. To the mind of this author there is no doubt that Frankish

presence accelerated the transition to territorialism that became more-or-less the

norm by 1291. The Mongols, another factor to be accounted for, came to an

already well prepared political soil.

As for the Byzantines, they had to deal with Western aspirations for territorial

power over the Empire ever before the First Crusade. The aftermath of the Fourth

Crusade confronted them with a situation not unlike that of the Muslims.

The pressures that the Westerners put on them were manifold and evolving,

however, and the reaction of Byzantine political theorizing was correspondingly

multifaceted. Byzantine perception of pride and arrogance too, was a more

43 H. A. R. Gibb, ‘‘Introduction’’, in Ibn al-Qalanisi, The Damascus Chronicle of the Crusades (London:

Luzac and Co., 1932), pp. 14–40. One should not forget the confessional divisions either, for Sunni,
Fat

_
imid, Isma6ihi, Nizarids, and Twelvers were far from walking the Straight Path together.

44 On S
_
alah

_
al-Din and his policies in appropriating the domain of his former lord, see Andrew S.

Eherenkreutz, Saladin (Albany: SUNY Press, 1972), and, more to the point, Malcolm Lyons and D. E.

P. Jackson, Saladin: The Politics of the Holy War (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982). The

charge of arrogance might well have been a reaction to the political system built by S
_
alah

_
al-Din, which,

according to the latter work, vacillated between territorial lordship and war band leadership and on

both occasions centered on a network of patronage cemented by personal relations, see 152–3, 201, 286,

366–7.
45 A good overview of the Byzantine involvement in the Crusader states’ politics to 1204 is Ralph-

Johannes Lilie, Byzantium and the Crusader States 1096–1204 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993).
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8 complex and fluid affair than that of the Muslims. Byzantine Christianity’s

concept of agency allowed for a larger role of the human will and, as noted, their

discursive field of pride and arrogance harked back to the classical hubris. In its

terms, arrogance was abuse or improper use of power. It came from disregard for

order and from man’s actions exceeding his limitations. It was an act of the will and

an individual choice. Within these parameters, there was a broad scope for defining

the meaning of arrogance. This being so, I would argue that the Byzantine view

boiled down to a basic point: Latin Christians’ arrogance was their denial of the

premises from which Byzantines derived their sovereignty, in whatever form the

Byzantines constructed it. The bounds that the Latins overstepped were the legal,

institutional, and cultural limits defining that principal component of Byzantine

identity. Acts, thoughts, and deeds characterized as arrogant challenged the

Byzantines’ self-definition as sovereign beings on all levels of existence, from

the imperial tradition to Greek Orthodoxy to the Byzantines’ personal way of

life. The assault on these perceptions undertaken by Westerners after the 1080s was

the essence of Latin arrogance.

Sovereignty has many dimensions. Correspondingly, arrogance came in many

guises. In late-eleventh and early twelfth-century encounters, it was the imperial

tradition that made the Byzantines truly sovereign and the Westerners arrogant for

encroaching upon it. The specific ways they did this varied. In Ana Comnena’s

account Bohemond, arrogant in look and attitude and speaking with an arrogant

tongue meant no less than setting his spear in Constantinople itself. Others were

less ambitious. Roussel of Bailleul, the Norman mercenary, sought only to carve his

own principality out of imperial territory. The already mentioned Latinus, the

arrogant knight who sat on imperial throne, attacked the concept of autocracy and

monarchy by judging Alexius’s position by a Western knight’s standards,

postulating collective rule by feudal peers.46 Conrad III (r. 1138–1152), king of

Germany, and the Latin king of Jerusalem Baldwin III (r. 1130–1162) arrogantly

approached Manuel Comnenos (r. 1143–1180) from the position of equals, the one

in writing the other in ceremonial, instead of humbling themselves as it befitted

lesser potentates.47 Peer equality and a measure of rule by consent might have been

the norm for the ruling classes in twelfth-century French society, Germany, or the

Crusader states in the Levant. They certainly were not the norm in twelfth-century

Byzantium. Nor was the attitude of Robert Guiscard, who acknowledged no lord

in the world, much in the fashion of Hugh of Vermandois (r. 1053–1101), the

son of the French king Henry I (r. 1008–1060), who, as Ana Comnena has it,

claimed to be ‘‘the King of Kings, and the greatest of all beneath the heavens’’.48

Ditto for the Pope in Rome, who claimed primacy over the Constantinopolitan

see, rightly conferred to the latter by the decision of the Oecumenical

Council of 451—or at least that is what Ana Comnena asserted, pushing the

argument beyond the historical fact.49 The examples can go on—with the

46 Comnena, 325; Leib, Alexiade, II: 229.
47 Kinnamos, 64–5, 141; Epitome, 75–6, 185. See also the lengthy poem of Manganes Prodromos in

RHC, Historiens Grecs, volume II (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1881), p. 222 for similar definition of

Conrad as wily, arrogant, and destructive.
48 Comnena, 313; Leib, Alexiade, II: 229–30.
49 Comnena, 62; Leib, Alexiade, I: 48. The Council of Chalcedon actually put the bishops of Rome and

Constantinople on equal footing, but for Ana that did not work for making her point.
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8 theory of the family of the rulers, Byzantine right to the Roman past, Byzantine

patrimonial attitude to the Westerners, Byzantine superior military strategy

etc.—all feeding into imperial uniqueness and defining as arrogance anything

that challenged it.

By 1204 the imperial design had proved inadequate, in a spectacular way.

Among the chorus of those bemoaning the fall of Constantinople the distressed

voice of Choniates stands out, for he was writing with the expectation of the

imminent obliteration of Byzantium as a polity. The embittered exile had to latch

his identity onto a different referent. The statesman in him still clung to the vestiges

of the political theology of empire, but that is the low level rumble of his narration,

the familiar backdrop. The high pitch comes from elsewhere. The victimization

of Byzantium as a state and the Byzantines as individuals assimilated them to

the ultimate sovereign, Christ ‘‘our Emperor’’, as Choniates liked to intone. It

underscored the polluting Latin intrusion into His sacred domain; an intrusion that

Choniates thought could fittingly be characterized as overweening pride and

arrogance. Nor did the Latins stop with Byzantium. Their bearing was just as

arrogant as they presumed to deny the sovereignty of the Bulgarian ruler Kalojan

(Ioannitsa) (r. 1197–1207). In the course of this attempt they finally got their

just deserts, Choniates was happy to report, for the Latin Emperor Baldwin

(r. 1204–1205) was captured at Adrianopolis and the flower of French chivalry

mercilessly massacred.50 Choniates’ distinction between Western Latins and

Byzantines is colored by an attitude that is the closest approximation to what we

would term ‘‘national’’ character. The vanquished Byzantines were pious, gentle,

humble, lowly and humane by nature. The victorious Latins, Normans, Venetians,

and French knights, were arrogant, and, as he put it, ‘‘boastful, undaunted in spirit,

lacking all humility and trained to be ever bloodthirsty . . . they also nurtured an

unsleeping hostility against the Romans [Byzantines-KP], a perpetual, raving

hatred as they looked askance at them . . .. We are separated in purpose and

diametrically opposed’’.51 Choniates’ attitude is one of disgust, a physical recoiling

from the Westerners, who polluted sacred and secular alike. It was an attitude that

made the separation between the parties to the conflict absolute. What Choniates

sought to construct was an image of a Nation under God, meek and humble in its

imitation of Christ, in stark opposition to the violent, oath-breaking, sacrilegious

Latins who turned on Christ and His patrimony. The concept was staked on

exclusivity, but it did circumscribe the universalism of the imperial tradition that

formed the upper layer of Choniates’ account.

Some decades later, the less politically frustrated Byzantine writers followed suit

in the new discursive twist in the meaning of Latin arrogance. That foxy politico

and major chronicler of the complex and waxing Byzantine affairs in the first half

of the thirteenth century, George Acropolites (d. 1282), is usually quite restrained

in his comments on all things Latin and Western. Still, he could not help stressing

the ‘‘cruel and arrogant’’ nature of the papal legate Pelagius (d. 1230), who arrived

in the capital decked out in a purple mantle and ‘‘sandals’’ in a colour to match,

so states Acropolites, to make the Byzantines submit to the authority of Old Rome.

50 Choniates, Annals, 335–7; Dieten, Historia, 612–17.
51 Choniates, 167; Dieten, 301–2.
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8 The usurpation of the imperial colours by the cardinal-legate of Alba justifies the

accusation of arrogance as a double trespass: the legate was a Westerner and a

religious figure transgressing on the highest secular domain by donning insignia that

belonged to the Byzantine Emperor; but the legate’s insistence on the complete

imposition of Latin worship was countered with an argument fully in Choniates’

vein. Acropolites’ thinly veiled critique and self-defensive reference to his own days

of intensifying controversies over the boundary line between ‘‘external’’ and

‘‘internal’’ application of the union with the papacy enacted by Michael VIII are

clear to the attentive observer. He does not seem happy with the popular view of the

profession of faith he had himself signed as plenipotentiary legate of Michael VIII at

Lyons in June 1274. The terminology employed to express his attitude, however,

suggests that the claim to imperial sovereignty worked side by side with sovereignty

of belief founded on ethnic/national distinctiveness within a new (Latin; then

Byzantine again) imperial framework. Still, sovereignty it was, and the attempt to

stamp it out was promptly clothed in the familiar language of arrogance. The

cardinal-legate Pelagius was arrogant not just for appropriating symbols of the

imperial tradition. His overbearing attire and demands prompted a petition of the

indignant Byzantine nobility to the Latin Emperor Henry (r. 1205–1216), which

wraps up their point in no uncertain terms. Intimately linking the religious,

national, and political distinctiveness from which their religious sovereignty

stemmed, the nobles claimed that, ‘‘We belong to a different nation, and we have

our own religious leaders; we submit in external [political] matters and we are

obliged to fight for you but in matters spiritual and pertaining to conscience we are

on our own’’.52

Their capital restored in 1261, the Byzantines remained excessively sensitive to

the issue of foreign incursion on their territory as a trespass on divine rights. Even

though Byzantium’s principal enemies in the West were no longer the land-hungry

French and Norman knights, Michael VIII Palaelogus had to invest much effort to

stave off the ambitions of that ‘‘arrogant man’’ Charles of Anjou.53 Arrogance as a

trespass on the domain over which God alone had sovereignty remained the

leitmotif of the Byzantine reaction to the end of the period. Georges Pachymeres’

moniker, ‘‘the grand arrogant’’, for the leader of the Anjou campaign in Albania in

1281, Hughes le Rousseau de Sully, as he first introduced the Anjou commander

was not a mere comment on personal character as one might think. The reasons

he attributed to Michael VIII Palaelogos’ decision to have the captured Frenchmen

march in his triumph spell out his position: the Anjou attack has been an attack on a

sacred domain, and now God would be glorified with the humiliation of His

enemies which He had brought down.54

But by the late thirteen century imperial universalism and religious exclusivity

were complemented by a third, quite telling trend. Indeed, territorial—and

maritime—sovereignty was at the heart of Byzantium’s confrontation with

Genoese and Venetian merchants. Steadily undermining Byzantine monopoly

on power even in the capital they, and the Catalan mercenaries, who behaved as if

there was no authority in the land, were the new breed of Western adversary.

52 August Heisenberg, ed., Georgii Acropolitae Opera, volume 1 (Stuttgart: Teubner, 1978), pp. 29–30.

Acropolites uses �"́�o�& as does Choniates.
53 Pachymérès, 1: 221.
54 Pachymérès, II: 649–51.
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8 Entangled in political and economic relations in which they had little say and

practically no choice Byzantine authors felt compelled to reflect on Western

responsibility for that sad state of affairs. In Pachymeres’ parlance, late thirteenth-

century Italians were arrogant not because they denied the Byzantines the

imperial leadership of the civilized world, or because they encroached on the

domain of God. Nor did arrogance stem exclusively from their national character

although the Byzantines were already quite convinced in that. Above all, the

Italians were arrogant for they disregarded conventions and relationships the

Byzantines saw as treaty-based. After the treaty of Nymphaeum in March 1261

the Genoese in Constantinople got too numerous and too powerful to render

obeisance to the Emperor upon arrival in the City as specifically stipulated in

Genoese-Byzantine treaties or to respect the scope of particular imperial

ordnances.55 Michael VIII took this as an insult, mockery and derision—a

punishable offense in any case but one that was a side-effect of the breach of

conventions that defined the Genoese as arrogant. For their part, the Venetians

chose to disregard the truce through which they were re-admitted into the Empire

and which stipulated where in Byzantine waters they could and where they could

not fight their rivals, the Genoese.56

The essential shift in these occasions is the changed premise for formulating

the perception of pride and arrogance. The point of reference is no longer

unilaterally determined by the Byzantines, thinking of themselves on their own

terms, against the backdrop of an international community they ranked by status.

The new benchmark was the concept of contract. Contract, no matter its terms,

requires recognition of the interests of the other side to the relationship and the

existence and the binding force of a premise to which both sides have recourse.

To Pachymeres (d. 1310), arrogance was the (im)moral dimension of the breach

of contractually established order. As he remarks in his discussion on the

depredation of the Catalan Company, it was the opposite of the normative

perception of morality. The Almogavars, fully in the spirit of Plato’s definition of

the qualities of mercenaries as opposed to those of the virtuous citizen, were

arrogant vis-à-vis justice because of their injustice, and arrogant vis-à-vis

temperance because violent.57 Dismissal of moral standards led to general

confusion, disorder, and one’s downfall, as their leader Berenguer d’Entença

(d. 1307) was soon to find out to his chagrin.58 The power and sovereignty which

each side enjoyed were staked on the contractually established relation and,

Pachymeres hoped, could not be challenged without consequences. Unable to

enforce the legal compact, the Byzantines had to have recourse to its moral

implications, involving divine judgments and action. The strategy did not assure

the Byzantines full mastery of their domain, but the principle was there. Contacts

did not give the Byzantines the power to impose respect and recognition but they

gave them a new moral authority to demand those from the parties to the

55 Pachymérès, II: 536–7 and note 3. Another example of Genoese arrogance is their refusal to adhere to

the traditional agreement to share the customs dues with Alexius of Trebisond, idem, IV: 493–5.
56 Pachymérès, III: 265–7. Of course, the more traditional argument applies for both Genoese and

Venetians, arrogant for being able to exploit Byzantine weakness at sea, ibid, IV: 355.
57 Ibid, IV: 529.
58 Ibid, 631. Pachymeres attributes to rise of arrogance as attempt to rise above one’s status in the social

order to the action of the demon Telchinos, evoking, again the ancient image of disruptive greed and

pride.
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8 agreement. In this, the Byzantine attitude shows similarities to contemporary

Muslim perceptions. The ‘‘accursed’’ Reynald of Châtillon (r. 1125–1187) and

the Hospitallers at al-Marqab, for example, were condemned as arrogant in part

because of disregarding treaties with the Muslims.59

Converging Discourses?

The perception of pride and arrogance recorded by Pachymeres, steeped as it was

in classical Greek thought was a notable retreat from earlier norms. To him,

sovereignty did not come from exclusivity, be it the imperial tradition or the

exceptional link to the sacred. Paradoxically, it came from inclusiveness. On a

typological level, Pachymeres’ account is a clear proof that the Byzantines were

adopting the conceptual framework that governed international relations within

which their opponents were operating. They were, like Ana Comnena’s boastful

knight Latinus who waited at a crossroad for someone to challenge him in single

combat, a party to a contest. The rules of the encounter were set by mutual

acknowledgement, not by the exclusive will of one of the sides. In Ana’s days, it was

a concept utterly unacceptable for Byzantium. In Pachymeres’ time, it was the

discursive norm. It has become so under the steady pressure of the Westerners over

more than two centuries. The foundations of that new conceptualizing of

international power politics can be traced with Choniates. Not that he thought

the Byzantines should descent to the level of the Westerners. His, and subsequent

authors’ insistence on imperialism and the traditional designation ‘‘Romans’’

notwithstanding, this vision is a move toward conceptualizing Byzantine identity in

terms of national/religious/innate specifics, reinforced by territorialism and thus

relating to a rudimentary concept of the nation-state. Acropolites bears witness to

the same phenomenon. With Pachymeres, the process went one step further. The

circumscription of universalism inherent in the focus on national/religious

distinction is reinforced by the growing territorial definition of Byzantine identity

and sovereignty.

That new vision is rooted in a concept of power within the system of

international relations that is fundamentally different from that with which Ana

Comnena and John Kinnamos had started back in the early twelfth century. To

both, Byzantium’s position on the world state was defined by a core concept: power

was a tangible phenomenon, and a delegated one. Power was a right. It emanated

from a numinous source and was bestowed on the Byzantines to shine as its only

legitimate avatars. It came from Christ and was channeled through the imperial will

and the actions of the Byzantines. Latin Christians, on the contrary, saw the

exercise of power as a claim: something to be validated within a mutual agreement,

that is, contract. Rather than proceeding from a single legitimizing agency beyond

human control, the sources of power were located in human agency and were

multiple, plural, and irreducible. Within that concept of power Western knights

59 For the Hospitallers see Ibn ‘Abd al-Z
_
ahir’s biography of Qalawūn in the anonymous Tashri f al-ayyam

wa l‘us
_
ūr bi-sirat al-Sult

_
an al-Malik al-Mans

_
ūr, extracts in Francesco Gabrieli, Arab Historians of the

Crusades. Selected and translated from the Arabic sources (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of

California Press, 1969), pp. 334–5. On Reynald, see Bernard Hamilton, ‘‘The Elephant of Christ:

Reynald of Châtillon’’, Studies in Church History, 15 (1978): 78–90.
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8 could stake a claim they were the best and would wait for someone to prove them

wrong in single combat—until vanquished, so that another man could stake the

same claim. That one could wage war and conquer for no other reason but one’s

will and honor was taken for granted. In Western, peer-structured societies

decisions were taken by deliberation and consultation for power was contractual,

rather than being unilaterally handed down from the Emperor; hence Ana’s

half-mocking reference to Western loquacity. The same principle of diffused,

multiple-source, contested power informs the Latin accusation of Alexius I’s alleged

lack of manners, as when the Emperor kept the leaders of the First Crusade

standing while attending the audience he has granted. The very concept of ‘‘right’’

is very fragile in such an environment. It was a stark juxtaposition of two types of

conceptualizing, a deep-going disagreement of two radically differing philosophical

anthropologies of power. For the Byzantines, who could not grasp the principles of

the Western concept of power, so alien it was to them, the position embodied in the

alternative system of thought was nothing but arrogance.

It is intriguing then, to trace how in the course of two centuries the Byzantines

gradually moved to accept the essence of the Western perception, initially the object

of derision and contempt. By the late thirteenth century, they had avidly seized on a

part of their past, their Hellenic legacy, to transform themselves into a nation-state.

That, however, deflated their international station, previously staked on uni-

versalism. It was a new type of uniqueness; a self-identification which was not self-

referential any longer, for it had to be contractually acknowledged by Byzantium’s

partners and foes on the international power theater. In other words, Byzantium

itself, its self-identity and sovereignty, were nothing but a claim. What matters for

this inquiry is not that it was so; since the tenth century at the latest the West had

ceased to see Byzantine sovereignty as right-based. The striking thing is that the

Byzantine political discourse, implicitly with Choniates and Acropolites, and

explicitly with Pachymeres’ contractually-based sovereignty, came to accept what

had previously been an alien, Western and Latin conceptualization.

Can similar discursive rapprochement be traced in the bitter struggle

for survival, supremacy, and hegemony between Franks and Levantine Muslims?

The Byzantines lost out politically though managing to preserve themselves only to

succumb to another conqueror. The Muslims, on the contrary, ultimately prevailed

and cleared Dar al-Islam from infidels. Western intrusion failed to incorporate their

polities into the Western world. Much like the Byzantines, and even more

thoroughly, the Muslims seem to have stuck to the concept of power as a right given

by Allah to his one and only followers, those who submitted. And unlike the

Byzantines, this notion was enshrined in His very words, the Qur8an. There are not,

it appears, reasons to doubt the hegemonic grip of this concept on Muslim political

discourses, from Jerusalem 1099 to Acre 1291 and beyond.

And yet, there are reasons to suggest that the Frankish presence did affect the

Muslim political theologies, helping them reshape the concept of Muslim

community within a new paradigm. One signal component of this process has

been examined in the studies focusing of the development of the jihad theology of

power adopted by the Zangids and later by S
_
alah

_
al-Din’s propagandists.60 In

actual politics, the call for jihad was designed to stir Muslim collective

consciousness. On a discursive level, however, it was also an acknowledgement

60 Above all in the works of Sivan and Hillenbrand, see notes 1 and 41 above.
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8 that Muslim prices’ power was within the conceptual domain of claim, rather than

right—and as such had to be constantly reiterated and validated, by Allah, by the

Caliph, by the community, and by the vanquished Franks.

The phenomenon referred to with the language of Western pride and arrogance

is another dimension of the same transformation. Pinpointing territorial lordship

and alleged or real oppression as the exclusive domain of pride and arrogance,

rather than a broadly perceived notion of unbelief, focuses the attention, above all,

on the overarching idea of territorialism as the base of Levantine Muslim

sovereignty and identity. As a principle of self-identification it ran counter to the

Scriptural call for combating evil and the zealous drive to jihad. S
_
alah

_
al-Din’s own

biographer, who spared no occasion to extol his master’s noble striving on the path

of Allah, had to modestly admit that the Sultan’s final vision of extending the jihad,

fully in accordance with God’s word, to lands outside Dar al-Islam was not exactly

what he, Baha’ al-Din b. Shaddad (d. 632/1234), thought on the matter.61

Then, there is the argument ex silentio. As noted charges of Frankish pride and

arrogance diminish in Muslim parlance almost in a lockstep with the expansion and

completion of the Muslim reconquista of the Levant. This, in itself, is an indication

of the acceptance of territorialism as a prevailing discursive conceptualization of

power in the Muslim Levant during the period. In the days of the Zangids and

S
_
alah

_
al-Din the condemnation of territorialism as arrogance and thus a

fundamentally foreign and morally reprehensible distinction, was a rallying cry

for the unity which the umma needed to oppose the Franks effectively. In the days of

the later Ayyūbids, when Muslim princes again vied with each other for chunks of

the Levant against the background of renewed Western attacks, the terminology

resurfaced to remind them how alien the principle was for the Muslim community.

Paradoxically, as the intensity of the emphasis on clearing the land from pollution

grew, it led to an increased Muslim identification with place. Just like the Latin

obsession with place symbolized by the drive to Jerusalem, territorialism had been a

fact of practical life, but not a staple of the political discourse by 1099. With the

language of pride and arrogance it came under increasing pressure in political

discourse for the next century, in part to strengthen the unity of the community, in

part because of the specifics of the polity built by S
_
alah

_
al-Din. It did come back

with a renewed force, however, by 1193, the death of the great Muslim leader. At a

time when the khut
_
ba was read in the name of territorial lords rather than the caliph

in Baghdad, as it was after the sultan passed away, it made little sense to define

territorialism as a foreign doctrine and equate it with a negative moral paradigm.62

Even more poignantly, the disappearance of the negative validation of territorialism

by the dropping of the charges of pride and arrogance altogether from the political

parlance of the later thirteenth century demonstrates how important territorialism

had become for the community as a whole. If the Westerners’ lordships in the

Levant were being eliminated, the umma as a community recreated on the territorial

rather than universal principle needed not necessarily be defined vis-à-vis the

Franks within the exacting even though hegemonic, right-based dichotomy of

61 D. S. Richards, ed., The Rare and Excellent History of Saladin:al-Nawadir al-Sult
_
aniyya wa’l-Mah

_
asin

al-Yūsufiyya/by Baha’ al-Din Ibn Shaddad (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001), pp. 28–9.
62 The reading of the khut

_
ba in the name of the caliph ended with S

_
alah

_
al-Din, and with it the principle

of universalism in the discourse on practical politics; it became the principle sign of the sovereignty of

territorial lordship afterwards. See examples in Maqrizi, 120, 137, 144, 145.
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8 belief/unbelief, the other theoretical domain within which pride and arrogance were

defined and measured. The terms would have been too susceptible for being read

both ways, with the Muslim princes its referent as the Franks were being eliminated

as a presence in the land. No charge in arrogance appears on the pages that glorify

the victorious Baybars. It deserves to be mentioned too, that the Mamlūk sultan

concluded more treaties with the remaining Franks in the Levant than he broke,

and his biographer frequently justifies his steady advance on the vestiges of the

Frankish dominions with indignation over treaties that the Franks themselves broke

first.63 Contractualism has been in the heart of Muslim political theology since Day

One, and a guiding principle of practical politics since the Pact of Caliph 6Umar b

al-Khat
_
t
_
ab (r. 13–23/634–644). Territorialism, however, as a referential frame of

the entire umma, rather than the domains of particular Muslim princes, did not

come into such a sharp focus until the Crusader lords made it a problem, and a

discursive device, for the Muslim political theorists. The fusion of the two

principles came against the backdrop of the Frankish presence in the Levant; their

combination rendered Muslim political sovereignty a claim-based phenomenon.

To conclude: internal factors going beyond the scope of this paper notwith-

standing, the transformation of the principles upon which the two eastern

Mediterranean political communities build their vision of international politics

and their place within it would not have happened that way had not the political

practices reflected upon as examples of extreme and despicable Western arrogance

helped demolish the hegemonic political discourses of both communities and

reconstruct them as mere ideologies.

63 Lyons, passim.
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